Collaboration Cluster

Stakeholder analysis tool
Stakeholder analysis allows for the collection of knowledge and information from a wide range of sources and provides a valuable way to
identify the conflicting knowledge bases and the values that underlie them (Varvasovszky and Brugha 2000). Stakeholders (including
scientists and science agencies) can be defined as:
…individuals who affect or are affected by certain decisions and actions. These individuals can be clustered into stakeholder
categories according to their similarity in views, position(s) on an issue, and/or how they affect or are affected by the issue under
discussion (Prell et al 2009: 515).
Stakeholder analysis can be used to
Ÿ

define those particular issues within the specified study areas that required some type of decision-making

Ÿ

identify all those individuals, groups and institutions that either affect or are affected by the particular phenomena

Ÿ

elucidate the filters and constraints (including power and resources) in the operating environment (Reed et al. 2009).

By asking the question “what is at stake and for whom?” in several iterations an increasingly clear depiction of the stakeholders and their
stakes can be developed. Identifying the issue or problem is also a key step, recognising those different stakeholders will view issues
differently. Work to mediate issues and stakes can termed being ‘boundary spanning’, which embodies a diverse range of possible practices.
Done well, boundary work links issues and stakes and can produce useable knowledge through engagement with stakeholders. Boundary
work can include a number of elements and engage stakeholders in different ways, depending on the nature of the issue and stakes:
Ÿ

Science Communication (product focus): existing has well defined needs for information and knows how to apply it, useful for wellstructured problems.

Ÿ

Informal linkages (relationship focus): building informal linkages among key stakeholder groups can begin to create mutual
understanding of stakes and values across groups.

Ÿ

Brokering/intermediary (actor focus): building capacity within organisations that manage problems in which science and community
values are both important.

Ÿ

Temporary organisation (structure/network focus – e.g. reference groups): helps address complex, short-term issues but can build
trust and engagement.

Ÿ

Boundary organisation (organisation focus): address long-lived, persistent ‘wicked’ problem, managing complex conditions, often
within multiple organisations but with potential for overreach.
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The CSIRO Flagship Collaboration Fund facilitates involvement of the wider
Australian research community in addressing the nation’s most significant
challenges and opportunities. Flagship Clusters are three-year partnerships
between Flagships, universities and other public research agencies.
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